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In this paper we examine the interaction of convection,
rotation and mean flows in a thermal annulus. In
this system mean flows are driven by correlations
induced by rotation leading to non-trivial Reynolds
stresses. The mean flows act back on the convective
turbulence acting as a barrier to transport. For
this system we demonstrate that the Generalised
Quasilinear Approximation (GQL) [1] may provide
a much better approximation to the complicated full
nonlinear dynamics than the widely used Quasilinear
Approximation (QL). This result will enable the
construction of more accurate statistical theories for
the description of geophysical and astrophysical
flows.
1. Introduction
A complete description of geophysical and astrophysical
flows involves taking into account the nonlinear
interaction of fluids on a vast range of spatial and
temporal scales. Such an undertaking via direct solution
of the partial differential equations (often termed Direct
Numerical Simulation or DNS) is currently beyond the
capability of numerical models, even utilising state-of-
the art high performance computation on massively
parallel architectures [2,3]. A major problem for such
schemes is that, for the rotating and stratified systems
that are typical of geophysical and astrophysical flows,
the large scales influence and are in turn influenced by
the smaller scales (which are typically difficult to model)
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For this reason, much effort has been dedicated to deriving alternative approaches to DNS
that in some way takes into account the small-scale interactions in the large-scale dynamics (and
the corresponding effect of large scales on the small scale turbulence). One such approach is
that termed Direct Statistical Simulation (DSS). In this approach the statistics of the geophysical
and astrophysical turbulence are solved for (rather than the detailed dynamics) [5]. In principle,
numerical solution of Fokker-Planck equations may lead to the determination of the pdf of the
statistics of turbulent flows, or large deviation theory may give indications of the probabilities of
rare events. One such example of DSS that has received much attention recently is a generalisation
of the methods of Kolomogorov and Kraichnan (see e.g. [6]) to flows that are inhomogeneous
and anisotropic (as is typically the case for geophysical and astrophysical flows — owing to
the presence of mean flows, rotation, stratification and possibly magnetic fields. This (equal-
time) cumulant expansion method of DSS is able to capture the large scales of turbulent flows
with fewer degrees of freedom, as the low-order statistics are spatially smoother than the
corresponding dynamical fields and are described by evolution on a slow manifold [7].
In order to yield tractable computational problems, the cumulant expansion should be
truncated as soon as possible. Truncated at second order (CE2) the method has been
shown adequately to represent the statistics of planetary jets and those of the nonlinear
magnetorotational instability [8]. Furthermore at this level of truncation the method can be shown
to be formally equivalent to the stochastic structural stability theory (SSST or S3T) of Farrell,
Ioannou and collaborators [9,10]. This method has been utilised to model a number of physical
systems and can be justified for systems near equilibrium for which there is a separation of time-
scales [11]. At this level of truncation the cumulant expansion is the statistical representation of
the Quasilinear (QL) approximation (see e.g. [12]). However it can be shown that for systems far
from statistical equilibrium that CE2 based on zonal averaging (and hence QL) ceases to be an
accurate representation [13]. For such systems there are three possibilities for deriving a system
that yields a more accurate representation of the statistics of out-of-equilibrium systems. The first
is to include eddy/eddy → eddy in the cumulant expansion truncation. This leads to the CE3
(or CE2.5) approximation, which has been shown to improve performance of DSS [7]. A second
possibility is to extend the averaging procedure from zonal averaging to ensemble averaging
(see e.g. [14,15]), thus enabling the description of coherent structures other than zonal means.
Finally one may generalise the quasilinear approximation [1], as described below, and derive a
corresponding statistical theory (GCE2).
The Generalised Quasilinear Approximation (GQL approximation) was introduced by
Marston et al (2016) and its effectiveness in reproducing the fully nonlinear results has been
compared with that of the QL approximation for a number of systems including the driving
of barotropic jets, the helical magnetorotational instability (HMRI) and rotating couette flow
[1,16,17]. In all of these systems the driving of the velocity arises either via a small-scale forcing or
through the boundaries of the system and is independent of the dynamics of the system. Another
class of problems, important for geophysical and astrophysical flows, exists however. In this class
of convective systems the driving arises through buoyancy and the effectiveness of the driving
input into kinetic energy may depend on the state of the system. In this paper we examine
the simplest geophysically realistic system that involves the interaction of rotating convection
with mean (zonal) flows — the Busse annulus model. We shall determine the effectiveness of
the QL and GQL approximations for this system which may undergo many types of non-trivial
dynamics.
In the next section we give a brief derivation of the model and the equations, before
showing some representative dynamics in section 3. In Section 4 we consider the QL and GQL
approximations before giving our conclusions in the final section.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of computational domain for the thermal annulus. For the figure in the right hand panel the
x-coordinate is out of the plane of the paper and has a periodicity Lx, whilst the y-coordinate is a local version of the
cylindrical radius (s).
2. Model and Equations
The model we consider here is of rotating incompressible Boussinesq fluid (with viscosity ν and
thermal diffusivity κ) in an annulus of lengthLx with vertical sidewalls and weakly tilted top and
bottom boundaries (see figure 1 and [18–20]). The system rotates at angular velocity Ω =Ωez
and gravity is uniform and in the y-direction. The angle of inclination of the top and bottom
boundaries are given by θT and θB respectively. The system is non-dimensionalised, scaling
lengths with the width of the annulus in the y-direction (d), time with the viscous timescale d2/ν
velocites with ν/d and temperatures with the temperature difference between the inner and outer
walls (∆T ). The dynamics of the system is then controlled by evolution equations for the non-
dimensional velocity u and temperature T , which depend on three non-dimensional parameters;
the Rayleigh number, the Ekman number and the Prandtl number given by
Ra=
αg∆Td3
νκ
, E =
ν
Ωd2
, P r=
ν
κ
. (2.1)
Here α is the coefficient of thermal expansion at constant pressure.
The temperature is decomposed T = TBS + θˆ(x, y) into a basic state profile TBS satisfying
∇2TBS = 0 and a perturbation θˆ. Here we take TBS = y for the basic state. Once stress-free
boundary conditions have been imposed on the vertical walls and no-slip boundary conditions
are imposed on the top and bottom boundaries then for two-dimensional quasi-geostrophic
models the velocity and temperature can be written as
u=−∇× (ψ(x, y)ez) + u′(r) (2.2)
with
|u′|  |∇× (ψ(x, y)ez)| (2.3)
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and
θˆ= θˆ(x, y), (2.4)
and the evolution equations for ψ and θˆ are given by (see [20])
∂∇2ψ
∂t
+ J(ψ,∇2ψ)− β ∂ψ
∂x
= −Ra
Pr
∂θˆ
∂x
− C|β|1/2∇2ψ +∇2∇2ψ, (2.5)
∂θˆ
∂t
+ J(ψ, θˆ) = −∂ψ
∂x
+
1
Pr
∇2θˆ, (2.6)
where J(A,B) = ∂A∂x
∂B
∂y − ∂A∂y ∂B∂x is the Jacobian and the parameters are given in terms of the
original non-dimensional parameters by
β =
(2(θT − θB)d)
(LzE)
, C =
(
2d
|θT − θB |Lz
)1/2
, (2.7)
withRa and Pr as in equation (2.1) Hence β measures the degree of vortex stretching engendered
by the sloping endwalls and C measures the degree of friction. In general increasing β and C is
expected to lead to an increase in the number of the jets (see later). The boundary conditions are
periodic in the x-direction and given by ψ=ψyy = θ= 0 at y= 0, 1 corresponding to stress-free,
isothermal boundaries.
It is equations (2.5-2.6) and their QL and GQL counterparts (given in section (b)) that form
the basis of this paper. These are integrated numerically using the pseudospectral PDE solving
package Dedalus [21].
(a) Representative Dynamics.
The system described above has been extensively studied utilising DNS by a number of authors
(for example [18–20]). The dynamics of the system is complicated and involves the interaction of
thermal convection, rotation and zonal flows. The dynamics is known to depend critically on the
rotation rate (as measured by the Ekman number and hence β) and the degree of supercriticality
(as measured by the Rayleigh number). Less is known about the role of the Prandtl number in the
system, though in related systems this has been shown to have a significant role in determining
the form of the solutions [22]. In this paper we fix Pr= 1 and and show representative dynamics
for varying β, C and Rayleigh number Ra.
Table 1. Parameters for DNS runs
Run β Ra C Solution Resolution (ny × nz)
A 2.8× 103 7.6× 104 0 Large-scale jets 256× 64
B 7.07× 105 1× 108 0.316 Multiple jets 512× 256
C 5.00× 105 8× 107 0 Bursting Jets 512× 256
A summary of the dynamics and the parameters for which they are found is given in Table 1.
Case A is moderately rotating and the Rayleigh number is not high, and for this reason the
resolution is not required to be as large as for Cases B and C. For this choice of parameters,
the convective turbulence interacts with the rotation to produce large-scale jets — here large-
scale indicates that the jets are found on the scale of domain whilst the convective cells take a
smaller scale. Snapshots of the temperature perturbation θ and the horizontal velocity ux in the
saturated regime shows both the jet structure and the mechanism for the formation of the jet
see Figure 2(a,b). Convective cells, in this case stretching across the domain, interact with the
rotation and tilt away from the vertical. This non-trivial systematic tilt leads to the formation of
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non-zero Reynolds stresses and hence to zonal flows (see [19,23]). In this case the zonal flows
are prograde at the top of the domain and retrograde at the bottom. However, owing to the
Boussinesq up-down symmetry of the system, solutions with the other parity can be found for
different initial conditions. Similar behaviour leading to the generation of mean flows can be
found for regular rotating convection in a plane layer in the presence of a non-aligned gravity
and rotation vector [24]. Increase of the rotation rate (and corresponding increase in Ra) as in
Case B, leads to convection cells being driven on much smaller lengthscales (see Figure 2(c)).
In turn the Reynolds stresses are modified so that multiple jets are found. In this case 7 jets are
formed. Although these are now on a scale smaller than the computational domain, they are still
on a scale larger than that for the convective cells, as shown in figure 2(c,d). In both Case A and B
the dynamics reaches a statistically steady state where the mean flows are quasi-steady as shown
in the Hovmoller plots in Figure 3(a,b). These demonstrate that the jets driven by the Reynolds
stresses are fixed in position.
Figures 3(c) show the dynamics of the large-scale jets for Case C via a long time-scale
Hovmoller plot. Here the jets although large-scale exhibit non-trivial temporal variation. Up until
t≈ 1 the large-scale flow has three quasi-steady jets; however this behaviour is transient and
the solution eventually takes the form of two jets. Interestingly at this point the system exhibits
bursting between states in the form of a relaxation oscillator. A typical cycle of the oscillation
proceeds as follows (as shown in Figure 4). Convection interacts with the rotation to drive a
mean shear (as before). However in this case the shear is strong enough to act as a barrier to
transport and hence suppress the convection (which is itself the source of the shear). The shear
therefore slowly decays and the transport barrier disappears. The cycle is then free to proceed
again. This predator-prey type dynamics between the mean flows and the turbulence has been
seen before in a number of systems involving zonal flows; these include models of convection,
the interaction of zonal flows with turbulence in tokamak plasmas, dynamo models [25–27] and
the magnetorotational instability [28]. Figure 4 show snapshots of ux and θ in both the weak and
strong convection phases.
The dynamics of the annulus system is therefore rich and varied. Complicated interactions
between mean flows, turbulence and driving lead to non-trivial dynamics and mean flows and so
this system represents a formidable challenge for approximations such as QL and GQL. It is the
efficacy of these approximations that we shall investigate in the next section.
(b) Evaluation of the QL and GQL approximations
In order to construct the QL and GQL systems we perform an idempotent decomposition of the
streamfunction and temperature into large-scale and small-scale modes, i.e. we set, say, ψ(x, y) =
ψl + ψh, where
ψl(x, y) =
Λ∑
k=−Λ
ψk(y) e
i2pikx/Lx , ψh =ψ − ψl, (2.8)
where ψl and ψh are the ‘low’ and ‘high’ wavenumber modes respectively. Similarly θˆ(x, y) =
θˆl + θˆh. We perform this decomposition only in the zonal direction as with this choice GQL
interpolated between QL (setting Λ= 0) and DNS (setting Λ=Nres where Nres is the spectral
resolution).
Having made this decomposition we derive equations for the evolution of the low and high
modes, making use of the Generalised Quasilinear Approximation. That is we retain the nonlinear
interaction between low modes and low modes and that between high modes and high modes
to yield low modes in the low mode equation and also retain the interaction between low modes
and high modes to yield high modes in the high mode evolution equation. All other nonlinear
interactions are discarded (as shown in Figure 5. As this ensures that triad interactions are
removed in pairs, this process is an example of constrained triad decimation in pairs [29] and
is therefore guaranteed to conserve quadratic invariants in the dissipationless system. Crucially
we perform this decimation for both the inertial nonlinearity in the Navier-Stokes equation and
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the advective nonlinearity in the temperature equation. Hence we set
∂∇2ψl
∂t
+ J(ψl,∇2ψl) + J(ψh,∇2ψh)− β ∂ψl∂x = −
Ra
Pr
∂θˆl
∂x
− C|β|1/2∇2ψl +∇2∇2ψl,
∂∇2ψh
∂t
+ J(ψl,∇2ψh) + J(ψh,∇2ψl)− β ∂ψh∂x = −
Ra
Pr
∂θˆh
∂x
− C|β|1/2∇2ψh +∇2∇2ψh,
∂θˆl
∂t
+ J(ψl, θˆl) + J(ψh, θˆh) = −∂ψl∂x +
1
Pr
∇2θˆl,
∂θˆh
∂t
+ J(ψl, θˆh) + J(ψh, θˆl) = −∂ψh∂x +
1
Pr
∇2θˆh. (2.9)
The QL system can therefore be recovered by setting Λ= 0 (so that only the kx = 0 mode is
counted as a low mode), whilst DNS is reproduced by setting the cut-off Λ to be the highest
wavenumber of the spectral truncation of DNS. Intermediate values of Λ yields the GQL
approximation.
We start by considering how well QL and GQL perform for the steady large-scale jets of Case
A. Figure 6 shows a comparison of the Hovmoller plots for 〈ux〉 as a function of y and t for the
cases of DNS, Λ= 5, Λ= 1 and QL (Λ= 0). These indicate that GQL performs well even at Λ= 5
and Λ= 1, with both of these settling down into a two-jet solution (note that the sign of the jet is
not important owing to the Boussinesq symmetry). However QL performs not so well, selecting a
weaker three-jet solution. This is confirmed in the time averages of 〈ux〉 (denoted 〈ux〉t) shown in
Figure 9(a). Here the time average is taken over the last third of the evolution. Clearly GQL (even
at a cutoff Λ= 1) is performing well in representing the first cumulant (or zonal mean).
Accurately describing the second cumulants represents more of a test for the QL and GQL
approximation. Figure 7 shows, the second cumulant for temperature cθθ defined as
cθθ(ξ, y1, y2) =
∫
θ′(x1, y1)θ′(x1 + ξ, y2)dx1, (2.10)
where ξ = x2 − x1. The cumulant is shown, averaged over the last third of the temporal evolution,
for a representative choice of y1 = 0.25 as a function of ξ and y2 = y, for DNS, QL and GQL (atΛ=
1, 5). For DNS the second cumulant, as expected peaks around the reference point (ξ, y) = (0, 0.25)
and with a lengthscale of variation given by the width of a typical convective structure and a
height of half the domain. The structure of the second cumulant also displays a characteristic tilt,
which leads to the non-trivial Reynolds stress and is also shaped by the shear — note that the
sense of the tilt is reversed if the shear is reversed Far from the reference point the correlations
die away and hence the second cumulant tends to zero. GQL (at both Λ= 1, 5) does a good job
of reproducing this structure, but QL overstates the importance of long-range correlations, as it
overrepresents the importance of thermal Rossby waves in the system. This type of behaviour has
been seen before for QL systems [1,16,17].
Figure 8 compares the evolution of the mean flows for Case B for the various approximations
with that of DNS. All the approximations are able to capture the driving of multiple jets by
the convection, however the QL approximation does not reproduce the correct number of jets
(having two more). The GQL approximation performs better again, with the correct number of
jets of approximately the correct amplitude (as shown in Figure 9(b)). The second cumulants in
Figure 10 show the localised nature of the interactions owing to the reduction in lengthscale of
the convection. GQL again provides a good approximation of the correlations. As the number of
modes in the GQL approximation is decreased the approximation becomes unsurprisingly worse,
with the amplitude of the local correlation being underestimated and the correlations becoming
delocalised, again because of the overestimation of the stability of thermal Rossby waves.
FInally in this section we consider the bursting case C. For this case, in addition to QL and
GQL at Λ= 1 and Λ= 5 we also consider GQL at Λ= 10 and Λ= 15. Figure 11(a) shows the
timeseries of the kinetic energy for DNS, GQL (at the various truncations) and QL, with a zoom
of the saturated regime shown in Figure 11(b). It is clear that, for this complicated solution, more
modes are required in GQL in order for the bursting solution to be accurately represented. If QL
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or GQL at Λ= 1 or Λ= 5 is used then the energy is significantly lower than the “true” solution.
The reason for this is shown in the Hovmoller plot of Figure 12. QL and low truncation GQL gets
both the amplitude and the number of jets incorrect. Interestingly, although QL exhibits bursting
behaviour, low truncation GQL does not (at least for these initial conditions). However by the
time Λ= 10, GQL does manage to reproduce faithfully the amplitude, number and bursting of
jets. For such a complicated solution, it is not clear what is the correct procedure averaging the
second cumulants, i.e. whether to average over the whole solution or over bursts and troughs
separately so we do not include such a plot in the description of the results. Note however that
GQL does detect the large-scale Rossby wave during a convective burst found in DNS — see
also [20].
3. Conclusions
We have constructed GQL models for three distinct flow regimes in a Busse annulus model. For
each, GQL accurately reproduces key features from the DNS results that QL calculations do not.
In particular, for the steady cases (case A and B), GQL with a single extra retained mode (Λ= 1)
correctly predicts the number and amplitude of jets and compares favorably with the DNS for
the second cumulant. With Λ= 5, the GQL second cumulant matches very well to the DNS. For
Case C, the significantly more complex bursting dynamics can also be reproduced using GQL,
though Λ≥ 10 in order to do so. The Λ= 10 case reproduces the amplitude, jet structure, and
time-dependence of the relaxation oscillations.
These flows demonstrate that GQL significantly outperforms QL in three dynamically
different, far-from-equilibrium flows. In each case, a small number of retained low modes are
sufficient to approximate the flow. We have also demonstrated that the rich dynamics offered
by Busse annulus flows are particularly challenging to standard QL techniques. Given that
closures at second order (e.g. CE2) represent an efficient trade-off between dimensionality and
performance, we take the present results to bolster previous results [1,16,17] that point toward
the development of GCE2 techniques as a particularly promising path toward efficient, accurate
numerical models of complex geophysical and astrophysical flows.
We conclude by discussing the relationship between GQL and asymptotic reduced models.
Typically the GQL approximation can be derived rigorously when a separation of scales pertains
(usually when some parameter of the system is asymptotically small [1]). However it is certainly
of interest to determine when GQL gives an accurate description of the statistics even if no
separation of scales is available. Applying GQL may be an ad-hoc, but systematic procedure —
with a parameter Λ that can be varied to assure convergence.
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Figure 2. Snapshots of horizontal velocity ux and θ in the saturated regime for (a,b) Case A (c,d) Case B (e,f) CASE C
(during the strong shear phase) (g,h) CASE C (during the weak shear phase).
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Figure 3. Hovmoller plots of DNS solutions for (a) Case A (b) Case B (c) Case C as defined in Table 1.
Figure 4. Close up Hovmoller plots for (a) 〈ux〉 and (b) θ for DNS of the bursting solution of Case C showing relaxation
oscillations.
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<latexit sha1_base64="OR zvXOgtXdJX5b6KZeGOt++WfJo=">AAACAHicbVDNSsNAGNzU v1r/ol4EL4tF8GJJimC9Fbx48FDB2kITwmazaZdsNnF3I5S0 XnwVLx5UvPoY3nwbt20O2jqwMMx8w7ff+CmjUlnWt1FaWl5 ZXSuvVzY2t7Z3zN29O5lkApM2Tlgiuj6ShFFO2ooqRrqpICj 2Gen40eXE7zwQIWnCb9UwJW6M+pyGFCOlJc88GEWeDU9h5NV H0GHkHjrXOh0gz6xaNWsKuEjsglRBgZZnfjlBgrOYcIUZkr JnW6lycyQUxYyMK04mSYpwhPqkpylHMZFuPr1gDI+1EsAwEf pxBafq70SOYimHsa8nY6QGct6biP95vUyFDTenPM0U4Xi2KM wYVAmc1AEDKghWbKgJwoLqv0I8QAJhpUur6BLs+ZMXSbteu 6jZN2fVZqNoowwOwRE4ATY4B01wBVqgDTB4BM/gFbwZT8aL8 W58zEZLRpHZB39gfP4AmEeVPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OR zvXOgtXdJX5b6KZeGOt++WfJo=">AAACAHicbVDNSsNAGNzU v1r/ol4EL4tF8GJJimC9Fbx48FDB2kITwmazaZdsNnF3I5S0 XnwVLx5UvPoY3nwbt20O2jqwMMx8w7ff+CmjUlnWt1FaWl5 ZXSuvVzY2t7Z3zN29O5lkApM2Tlgiuj6ShFFO2ooqRrqpICj 2Gen40eXE7zwQIWnCb9UwJW6M+pyGFCOlJc88GEWeDU9h5NV H0GHkHjrXOh0gz6xaNWsKuEjsglRBgZZnfjlBgrOYcIUZkr JnW6lycyQUxYyMK04mSYpwhPqkpylHMZFuPr1gDI+1EsAwEf pxBafq70SOYimHsa8nY6QGct6biP95vUyFDTenPM0U4Xi2KM wYVAmc1AEDKghWbKgJwoLqv0I8QAJhpUur6BLs+ZMXSbteu 6jZN2fVZqNoowwOwRE4ATY4B01wBVqgDTB4BM/gFbwZT8aL8 W58zEZLRpHZB39gfP4AmEeVPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OR zvXOgtXdJX5b6KZeGOt++WfJo=">AAACAHicbVDNSsNAGNzU v1r/ol4EL4tF8GJJimC9Fbx48FDB2kITwmazaZdsNnF3I5S0 XnwVLx5UvPoY3nwbt20O2jqwMMx8w7ff+CmjUlnWt1FaWl5 ZXSuvVzY2t7Z3zN29O5lkApM2Tlgiuj6ShFFO2ooqRrqpICj 2Gen40eXE7zwQIWnCb9UwJW6M+pyGFCOlJc88GEWeDU9h5NV H0GHkHjrXOh0gz6xaNWsKuEjsglRBgZZnfjlBgrOYcIUZkr JnW6lycyQUxYyMK04mSYpwhPqkpylHMZFuPr1gDI+1EsAwEf pxBafq70SOYimHsa8nY6QGct6biP95vUyFDTenPM0U4Xi2KM wYVAmc1AEDKghWbKgJwoLqv0I8QAJhpUur6BLs+ZMXSbteu 6jZN2fVZqNoowwOwRE4ATY4B01wBVqgDTB4BM/gFbwZT8aL8 W58zEZLRpHZB39gfP4AmEeVPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OR zvXOgtXdJX5b6KZeGOt++WfJo=">AAACAHicbVDNSsNAGNzU v1r/ol4EL4tF8GJJimC9Fbx48FDB2kITwmazaZdsNnF3I5S0 XnwVLx5UvPoY3nwbt20O2jqwMMx8w7ff+CmjUlnWt1FaWl5 ZXSuvVzY2t7Z3zN29O5lkApM2Tlgiuj6ShFFO2ooqRrqpICj 2Gen40eXE7zwQIWnCb9UwJW6M+pyGFCOlJc88GEWeDU9h5NV H0GHkHjrXOh0gz6xaNWsKuEjsglRBgZZnfjlBgrOYcIUZkr JnW6lycyQUxYyMK04mSYpwhPqkpylHMZFuPr1gDI+1EsAwEf pxBafq70SOYimHsa8nY6QGct6biP95vUyFDTenPM0U4Xi2KM wYVAmc1AEDKghWbKgJwoLqv0I8QAJhpUur6BLs+ZMXSbteu 6jZN2fVZqNoowwOwRE4ATY4B01wBVqgDTB4BM/gFbwZT8aL8 W58zEZLRpHZB39gfP4AmEeVPA==</latexit>
|k1 + k2|  ⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="AatbAfPBgyN2I28Zh6qCBFGpxeI =">AAACAHicbVDNSsNAGNzUv1r/ol4EL4tFEISSFMF6K3jx4KGCtYUmhM1m0y7ZbOLuRihpvfgqXjyoePUxvPk2btsctHVgY Zj5hm+/8VNGpbKsb6O0tLyyulZer2xsbm3vmLt7dzLJBCZtnLBEdH0kCaOctBVVjHRTQVDsM9Lxo8uJ33kgQtKE36phStwY9T kNKUZKS555MIo8G57CyKuPoMPIPXSudTpAnlm1atYUcJHYBamCAi3P/HKCBGcx4QozJGXPtlLl5kgoihkZV5xMkhThCPVJT1 OOYiLdfHrBGB5rJYBhIvTjCk7V34kcxVIOY19PxkgN5Lw3Ef/zepkKG25OeZopwvFsUZgxqBI4qQMGVBCs2FAThAXVf4V4gA TCSpdW0SXY8ycvkna9dlGzb86qzUbRRhkcgiNwAmxwDprgCrRAG2DwCJ7BK3gznowX4934mI2WjCKzD/7A+PwBlR2VOg==</l atexit><latexit sha1_base64="AatbAfPBgyN2I28Zh6qCBFGpxeI =">AAACAHicbVDNSsNAGNzUv1r/ol4EL4tFEISSFMF6K3jx4KGCtYUmhM1m0y7ZbOLuRihpvfgqXjyoePUxvPk2btsctHVgY Zj5hm+/8VNGpbKsb6O0tLyyulZer2xsbm3vmLt7dzLJBCZtnLBEdH0kCaOctBVVjHRTQVDsM9Lxo8uJ33kgQtKE36phStwY9T kNKUZKS555MIo8G57CyKuPoMPIPXSudTpAnlm1atYUcJHYBamCAi3P/HKCBGcx4QozJGXPtlLl5kgoihkZV5xMkhThCPVJT1 OOYiLdfHrBGB5rJYBhIvTjCk7V34kcxVIOY19PxkgN5Lw3Ef/zepkKG25OeZopwvFsUZgxqBI4qQMGVBCs2FAThAXVf4V4gA TCSpdW0SXY8ycvkna9dlGzb86qzUbRRhkcgiNwAmxwDprgCrRAG2DwCJ7BK3gznowX4934mI2WjCKzD/7A+PwBlR2VOg==</l atexit><latexit sha1_base64="AatbAfPBgyN2I28Zh6qCBFGpxeI =">AAACAHicbVDNSsNAGNzUv1r/ol4EL4tFEISSFMF6K3jx4KGCtYUmhM1m0y7ZbOLuRihpvfgqXjyoePUxvPk2btsctHVgY Zj5hm+/8VNGpbKsb6O0tLyyulZer2xsbm3vmLt7dzLJBCZtnLBEdH0kCaOctBVVjHRTQVDsM9Lxo8uJ33kgQtKE36phStwY9T kNKUZKS555MIo8G57CyKuPoMPIPXSudTpAnlm1atYUcJHYBamCAi3P/HKCBGcx4QozJGXPtlLl5kgoihkZV5xMkhThCPVJT1 OOYiLdfHrBGB5rJYBhIvTjCk7V34kcxVIOY19PxkgN5Lw3Ef/zepkKG25OeZopwvFsUZgxqBI4qQMGVBCs2FAThAXVf4V4gA TCSpdW0SXY8ycvkna9dlGzb86qzUbRRhkcgiNwAmxwDprgCrRAG2DwCJ7BK3gznowX4934mI2WjCKzD/7A+PwBlR2VOg==</l atexit><latexit sha1_base64="AatbAfPBgyN2I28Zh6qCBFGpxeI =">AAACAHicbVDNSsNAGNzUv1r/ol4EL4tFEISSFMF6K3jx4KGCtYUmhM1m0y7ZbOLuRihpvfgqXjyoePUxvPk2btsctHVgY Zj5hm+/8VNGpbKsb6O0tLyyulZer2xsbm3vmLt7dzLJBCZtnLBEdH0kCaOctBVVjHRTQVDsM9Lxo8uJ33kgQtKE36phStwY9T kNKUZKS555MIo8G57CyKuPoMPIPXSudTpAnlm1atYUcJHYBamCAi3P/HKCBGcx4QozJGXPtlLl5kgoihkZV5xMkhThCPVJT1 OOYiLdfHrBGB5rJYBhIvTjCk7V34kcxVIOY19PxkgN5Lw3Ef/zepkKG25OeZopwvFsUZgxqBI4qQMGVBCs2FAThAXVf4V4gA TCSpdW0SXY8ycvkna9dlGzb86qzUbRRhkcgiNwAmxwDprgCrRAG2DwCJ7BK3gznowX4934mI2WjCKzD/7A+PwBlR2VOg==</l atexit>
|k1 + k2| > ⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="kLJEE4Xm+upOK12YDwD5Qtj7jc0 =">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesrKq7cDBZBEEpSBOtGCm5cuKhgbKENYTKZtEMnD2YmQkkL/oobFypu/Q93/o3TNgttPTBwO Oce7p3jp5xJZVnfxtLyyuraemmjvLm1vbNr7u0/yCQThDok4Ylo+1hSzmLqKKY4baeC4sjntOUPrid+65EKyZL4Xg1T6ka4F7 OQEay05JmHo4FnozM08GojdIW6tzoaYM+sWFVrCrRI7IJUoEDTM7+6QUKyiMaKcCxlx7ZS5eZYKEY4HZe7maQpJgPcox1NYx xR6ebT88foRCsBChOhX6zQVP2dyHEk5TDy9WSEVV/OexPxP6+TqbDu5ixOM0VjMlsUZhypBE26QAETlCg+1AQTwfStiPSxwE Tpxsq6BHv+y4vEqVUvq/bdeaVRL9oowREcwynYcAENuIEmOEAgh2d4hTfjyXgx3o2P2eiSUWQO4A+Mzx/5jZO8</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kLJEE4Xm+upOK12YDwD5Qtj7jc0 =">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesrKq7cDBZBEEpSBOtGCm5cuKhgbKENYTKZtEMnD2YmQkkL/oobFypu/Q93/o3TNgttPTBwO Oce7p3jp5xJZVnfxtLyyuraemmjvLm1vbNr7u0/yCQThDok4Ylo+1hSzmLqKKY4baeC4sjntOUPrid+65EKyZL4Xg1T6ka4F7 OQEay05JmHo4FnozM08GojdIW6tzoaYM+sWFVrCrRI7IJUoEDTM7+6QUKyiMaKcCxlx7ZS5eZYKEY4HZe7maQpJgPcox1NYx xR6ebT88foRCsBChOhX6zQVP2dyHEk5TDy9WSEVV/OexPxP6+TqbDu5ixOM0VjMlsUZhypBE26QAETlCg+1AQTwfStiPSxwE Tpxsq6BHv+y4vEqVUvq/bdeaVRL9oowREcwynYcAENuIEmOEAgh2d4hTfjyXgx3o2P2eiSUWQO4A+Mzx/5jZO8</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kLJEE4Xm+upOK12YDwD5Qtj7jc0 =">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesrKq7cDBZBEEpSBOtGCm5cuKhgbKENYTKZtEMnD2YmQkkL/oobFypu/Q93/o3TNgttPTBwO Oce7p3jp5xJZVnfxtLyyuraemmjvLm1vbNr7u0/yCQThDok4Ylo+1hSzmLqKKY4baeC4sjntOUPrid+65EKyZL4Xg1T6ka4F7 OQEay05JmHo4FnozM08GojdIW6tzoaYM+sWFVrCrRI7IJUoEDTM7+6QUKyiMaKcCxlx7ZS5eZYKEY4HZe7maQpJgPcox1NYx xR6ebT88foRCsBChOhX6zQVP2dyHEk5TDy9WSEVV/OexPxP6+TqbDu5ixOM0VjMlsUZhypBE26QAETlCg+1AQTwfStiPSxwE Tpxsq6BHv+y4vEqVUvq/bdeaVRL9oowREcwynYcAENuIEmOEAgh2d4hTfjyXgx3o2P2eiSUWQO4A+Mzx/5jZO8</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kLJEE4Xm+upOK12YDwD5Qtj7jc0 =">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesrKq7cDBZBEEpSBOtGCm5cuKhgbKENYTKZtEMnD2YmQkkL/oobFypu/Q93/o3TNgttPTBwO Oce7p3jp5xJZVnfxtLyyuraemmjvLm1vbNr7u0/yCQThDok4Ylo+1hSzmLqKKY4baeC4sjntOUPrid+65EKyZL4Xg1T6ka4F7 OQEay05JmHo4FnozM08GojdIW6tzoaYM+sWFVrCrRI7IJUoEDTM7+6QUKyiMaKcCxlx7ZS5eZYKEY4HZe7maQpJgPcox1NYx xR6ebT88foRCsBChOhX6zQVP2dyHEk5TDy9WSEVV/OexPxP6+TqbDu5ixOM0VjMlsUZhypBE26QAETlCg+1AQTwfStiPSxwE Tpxsq6BHv+y4vEqVUvq/bdeaVRL9oowREcwynYcAENuIEmOEAgh2d4hTfjyXgx3o2P2eiSUWQO4A+Mzx/5jZO8</latexit>
|k1|  ⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="sNITDSHupWtO9gszZYXUZkjWvFQ=" >AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69LNYBFclUQE667gxoWLCsYWmhAmk5t26OThzEQsaX/FjQsVt36JO//GaZuFth4YOJxzD/fOCTLO pLKsb2NldW19Y7OyVd3e2d3bNw9q9zLNBQWHpjwV3YBI4CwBRzHFoZsJIHHAoRMMr6Z+5xGEZGlyp0YZeDHpJyxilCgt+WZtPPTt MXY5PGD3RudC4pt1q2HNgJeJXZI6KtH2zS83TGkeQ6IoJ1L2bCtTXkGEYpTDpOrmEjJCh6QPPU0TEoP0itntE3yilRBHqdAvUXim/ k4UJJZyFAd6MiZqIBe9qfif18tV1PQKlmS5goTOF0U5xyrF0yJwyARQxUeaECqYvhXTARGEKl1XVZdgL355mThnjcuGfXtebzXLNi roCB2jU2SjC9RC16iNHETRE3pGr+jNmBgvxrvxMR9dMcrMIfoD4/MHd/iTlw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sNITDSHupWtO9gszZYXUZkjWvFQ=" >AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69LNYBFclUQE667gxoWLCsYWmhAmk5t26OThzEQsaX/FjQsVt36JO//GaZuFth4YOJxzD/fOCTLO pLKsb2NldW19Y7OyVd3e2d3bNw9q9zLNBQWHpjwV3YBI4CwBRzHFoZsJIHHAoRMMr6Z+5xGEZGlyp0YZeDHpJyxilCgt+WZtPPTt MXY5PGD3RudC4pt1q2HNgJeJXZI6KtH2zS83TGkeQ6IoJ1L2bCtTXkGEYpTDpOrmEjJCh6QPPU0TEoP0itntE3yilRBHqdAvUXim/ k4UJJZyFAd6MiZqIBe9qfif18tV1PQKlmS5goTOF0U5xyrF0yJwyARQxUeaECqYvhXTARGEKl1XVZdgL355mThnjcuGfXtebzXLNi roCB2jU2SjC9RC16iNHETRE3pGr+jNmBgvxrvxMR9dMcrMIfoD4/MHd/iTlw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sNITDSHupWtO9gszZYXUZkjWvFQ=" >AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69LNYBFclUQE667gxoWLCsYWmhAmk5t26OThzEQsaX/FjQsVt36JO//GaZuFth4YOJxzD/fOCTLO pLKsb2NldW19Y7OyVd3e2d3bNw9q9zLNBQWHpjwV3YBI4CwBRzHFoZsJIHHAoRMMr6Z+5xGEZGlyp0YZeDHpJyxilCgt+WZtPPTt MXY5PGD3RudC4pt1q2HNgJeJXZI6KtH2zS83TGkeQ6IoJ1L2bCtTXkGEYpTDpOrmEjJCh6QPPU0TEoP0itntE3yilRBHqdAvUXim/ k4UJJZyFAd6MiZqIBe9qfif18tV1PQKlmS5goTOF0U5xyrF0yJwyARQxUeaECqYvhXTARGEKl1XVZdgL355mThnjcuGfXtebzXLNi roCB2jU2SjC9RC16iNHETRE3pGr+jNmBgvxrvxMR9dMcrMIfoD4/MHd/iTlw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sNITDSHupWtO9gszZYXUZkjWvFQ=" >AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69LNYBFclUQE667gxoWLCsYWmhAmk5t26OThzEQsaX/FjQsVt36JO//GaZuFth4YOJxzD/fOCTLO pLKsb2NldW19Y7OyVd3e2d3bNw9q9zLNBQWHpjwV3YBI4CwBRzHFoZsJIHHAoRMMr6Z+5xGEZGlyp0YZeDHpJyxilCgt+WZtPPTt MXY5PGD3RudC4pt1q2HNgJeJXZI6KtH2zS83TGkeQ6IoJ1L2bCtTXkGEYpTDpOrmEjJCh6QPPU0TEoP0itntE3yilRBHqdAvUXim/ k4UJJZyFAd6MiZqIBe9qfif18tV1PQKlmS5goTOF0U5xyrF0yJwyARQxUeaECqYvhXTARGEKl1XVZdgL355mThnjcuGfXtebzXLNi roCB2jU2SjC9RC16iNHETRE3pGr+jNmBgvxrvxMR9dMcrMIfoD4/MHd/iTlw==</latexit>
|k2|  ⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="EeJGQ0MyozshgutwfgFSk4ktAYU =">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dDBbBVUmKYN0V3LhwUcHYQhPCZDJph04ezkzE0vZX3LhQceuXuPNvnLZZaOuBgcM593 DvnCDjTCrL+jZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t7+gXlYvZdpLgh1SMpT0Q2wpJwl1FFMcdrNBMVxwGknGF7N/M4jFZKlyZ0aZdSLcT9hESN Yack3q5Oh35ggl9MH5N7oXIh9s2bVrTnQKrELUoMCbd/8csOU5DFNFOFYyp5tZcobY6EY4XRacXNJM0yGuE97miY4ptIbz2+f olOthChKhX6JQnP1d2KMYylHcaAnY6wGctmbif95vVxFTW/MkixXNCGLRVHOkUrRrAgUMkGJ4iNNMBFM34rIAAtMlK6rokuw l7+8SpxG/bJu357XWs2ijTIcwwmcgQ0X0IJraIMDBJ7gGV7hzZgaL8a78bEYLRlF5gj+wPj8AXmJk5g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EeJGQ0MyozshgutwfgFSk4ktAYU =">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dDBbBVUmKYN0V3LhwUcHYQhPCZDJph04ezkzE0vZX3LhQceuXuPNvnLZZaOuBgcM593 DvnCDjTCrL+jZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t7+gXlYvZdpLgh1SMpT0Q2wpJwl1FFMcdrNBMVxwGknGF7N/M4jFZKlyZ0aZdSLcT9hESN Yack3q5Oh35ggl9MH5N7oXIh9s2bVrTnQKrELUoMCbd/8csOU5DFNFOFYyp5tZcobY6EY4XRacXNJM0yGuE97miY4ptIbz2+f olOthChKhX6JQnP1d2KMYylHcaAnY6wGctmbif95vVxFTW/MkixXNCGLRVHOkUrRrAgUMkGJ4iNNMBFM34rIAAtMlK6rokuw l7+8SpxG/bJu357XWs2ijTIcwwmcgQ0X0IJraIMDBJ7gGV7hzZgaL8a78bEYLRlF5gj+wPj8AXmJk5g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EeJGQ0MyozshgutwfgFSk4ktAYU =">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dDBbBVUmKYN0V3LhwUcHYQhPCZDJph04ezkzE0vZX3LhQceuXuPNvnLZZaOuBgcM593 DvnCDjTCrL+jZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t7+gXlYvZdpLgh1SMpT0Q2wpJwl1FFMcdrNBMVxwGknGF7N/M4jFZKlyZ0aZdSLcT9hESN Yack3q5Oh35ggl9MH5N7oXIh9s2bVrTnQKrELUoMCbd/8csOU5DFNFOFYyp5tZcobY6EY4XRacXNJM0yGuE97miY4ptIbz2+f olOthChKhX6JQnP1d2KMYylHcaAnY6wGctmbif95vVxFTW/MkixXNCGLRVHOkUrRrAgUMkGJ4iNNMBFM34rIAAtMlK6rokuw l7+8SpxG/bJu357XWs2ijTIcwwmcgQ0X0IJraIMDBJ7gGV7hzZgaL8a78bEYLRlF5gj+wPj8AXmJk5g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EeJGQ0MyozshgutwfgFSk4ktAYU =">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dDBbBVUmKYN0V3LhwUcHYQhPCZDJph04ezkzE0vZX3LhQceuXuPNvnLZZaOuBgcM593 DvnCDjTCrL+jZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t7+gXlYvZdpLgh1SMpT0Q2wpJwl1FFMcdrNBMVxwGknGF7N/M4jFZKlyZ0aZdSLcT9hESN Yack3q5Oh35ggl9MH5N7oXIh9s2bVrTnQKrELUoMCbd/8csOU5DFNFOFYyp5tZcobY6EY4XRacXNJM0yGuE97miY4ptIbz2+f olOthChKhX6JQnP1d2KMYylHcaAnY6wGctmbif95vVxFTW/MkixXNCGLRVHOkUrRrAgUMkGJ4iNNMBFM34rIAAtMlK6rokuw l7+8SpxG/bJu357XWs2ijTIcwwmcgQ0X0IJraIMDBJ7gGV7hzZgaL8a78bEYLRlF5gj+wPj8AXmJk5g=</latexit>
|k2|  ⇤
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Figure 5. Feynman Diagrams showing retained and discarded mode interactions.
Figure 6. Hovmoller plots for Case A for (a) DNS (b) GQL with Λ= 5 (c) GQL with Λ= 1 and (d) QL.
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Figure 7. Second Cumulants cθθ for Case A for (a) DNS (b) GQL with Λ= 5 (c) GQL with Λ= 1 and (d) QL.
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Figure 8. Hovmoller plots for Case B for (a) DNS (b) GQL with Λ= 5 (c) GQL with Λ= 1 and (d) QL.
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Figure 9. Comparison of mean flows averaged over last third of evolution for (a) Case A (b) Case B.
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Figure 10. Second Cumulants cθθ for Case B for (a) DNS (b) GQL with Λ= 5 (c) GQL with Λ= 1 and (d) QL.
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Figure 11. Timeseries of kinetic energy density for Case C (a) full timeseries (b) zoom of timeseries showing relaxation
oscillations.
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Figure 12. Hovmoller plots for Case C for (a) DNS (b) GQL with Λ= 15 (c) GQL with Λ= 10 (d) GQL with Λ= 5 (e)
GQL with Λ= 1 and (f) QL.
